
I love macros. Do you?

An important aspect of low-level software development is the trade-off between 
subroutine calls vs. repetition of code. If you programmed in an assembly language, 
you’ll know exactly what I mean. NBC is a low level language. There are apparent 
similarities to an assembly language, and it lacks the support for complex operations 
outside of the functionality that’s implemented in the firmware.
One thing that I definitely miss in NBC (after spending the last several years mostly in 
the higher level C++ world) is the lack of parameterized “function” calls that make any 
complex code easier to write and follow. I also don’t like to write repetitive inline 
functionality several times in my code. But with the help of macros in NBC I took care of 
both.

Hello World!
For the code samples I assume that the readers are familiar with programming in NBC.
So let’s see how you can solve something simple like writing on the NXT brick’s LCD 
from NBC. You set up a bunch of variables and use a system call into the firmware. This 
code must be familiar for you if you write code for NXT. I assume that variable 
definitions have happened prior to this.

mov dtArgs.Location.X, 10
mov dtArgs.Location.Y, 40
mov dtArgs.Options, 1
mov dtArgs.Text, ’Hello World!’
syscall DrawText, dtArgs

The first 4 lines are the preparation for the actual subroutine call into the firmware. In 
many programs you will have numerous times where this piece of code will show up. But 
by using a simple macro you actually can make your code easier and faster to write and 
much more readable. It will not affect the compiled code size and execution time.

First let’s set up a parameterized macro. This will look very similar to how you’d do it in 
C:

#define TEXTOUT(x,y,cls,txt)  mov dtArgs.Location.X,x \
                              mov dtArgs.Location.Y,y \
                              mov dtArgs.Options,cls \
                              mov dtArgs.Text,txt \
                              syscall DrawText,dtArgs

TEXTOUT is the name of our macro that we’ll use to reference it. In the parentheses 
after the macro name I list the macro parameters. These will be used in the macro code to 
refer to the data that you need to pass to the subroutine. The interesting part is that you 
can write multi-line macros by using the “\” character at the end of the line. This will tell 
the precompiler that the next line also belongs to the macro’ body and the precompiler 
will replace the macro reference in your code with several lines of code. As you see in the 
macro’s body I used the parameters to load the values in the variables as expected by the 
firmware. Please note that these parameters are not variables themselves and don’t have 
types. All parameters will be substituted by the precompiler with the exact expression 



given in the macro reference. The number of parameters in the macro reference must 
mach the number of parameters in the parentheses in the macro definition otherwise you 
get a compilation error stating that the preprocessor macro function does not match this 
instance.

Using the macro above this is how you can send text to the LCD. Don’t forget that the 
dtArgs cluster must be defined prior to referencing this macro.

TEXTOUT(10,40,1,’Hello World!’)
or
TEXTOUT(myX,myY,1,’Hello World!’)
if you want to pass in values from variables. Any one of the parameters including the 
string can be a constant or a variable.

The precompiler will substitute this reference with the macro’s body and your final code 
for NBC to compile after the precompiler run will look like this:

mov dtArgs.Location.X,10
mov dtArgs.Location.Y,40
mov dtArgs.Options,1
mov dtArgs.Text,’Hello World!’
syscall DrawText,dtArgs

As I said it’s possible to use constants as well as variables for parameters. However if in 
the macro body I use the set opcode instead of the mov  opcode for loading the variables, 
the precompiled code will cause an error during compilation if you use other than 
numeric constants in your macro reference:

set dtArgs.Location.X,myX  // this line will cause a compiler error!
set dtArgs.Location.Y,myY  // this line will cause a compiler error!
set dtArgs.Options,1
set dtArgs.Text,’Hello World!’ // this line will cause a compiler 
error!
syscall DrawText,dtArgs

Multithreading
The above macro is obviously not multithreading safe. If you happen to run into the same 
code in parallel threads simultaneously, they both will try to write the same dtArgs 
cluster (structures are called clusters in NBC) and the threads will overwrite each other’s 
values before the actual system call. By using a simple mutex in the macro body it is 
possible to prevent this from happening.

#define TEXTOUT(x,y,cls,txt)  acquire txtoutMutex \
                              mov dtArgs.Location.X,x \
                              mov dtArgs.Location.Y,y \
                              mov dtArgs.Options,cls \
                              mov dtArgs.Text,txt \
                              syscall DrawText,dtArgs \
                              release txtoutMutex



As you see a mutex will stop any parallel thread from running into this code anywhere in 
your program when one thread is already writing into the dtArgs cluster. Don’t forget to 
define the txtoutMutex before the first reference to this macro!
The catch with the solution above is that any thread that runs into this code when one is 
already executing will be stopped until the other releases the mutex. Other possible 
solution to work around this issue is to define a macro with the same functionality for 
each thread using different macro names and also define a TDrawText
 type cluster  for each thread with different cluster names to be used inside those macros. 
In your code use the macro dedicated for that thread to write on the LCD. Compiled 
executable code size wise this solution is not different from the previous one however 
you need to write more source code.

There’s however another better solution that will be a winner for both source-code size 
and multithreading. Look at this macro.

#define TEXTOUT(dtc,x,y,cls,txt)  mov dtc.Location.X,x \
                                 mov dtc.Location.Y,y \
                                  mov dtc.Options,cls \
                                  mov dtc.Text,txt \
                                  syscall DrawText,dtc \

This requires that for each thread you define a TDrawText
 type cluster and you pass the name of the cluster in the macro as the first parameter. The 
macro will substitute the dtc parameter with the thread dependent cluster and parallel 
threads won’t overwrite each others data any more.

Overall about multithreading I would mention that you need to look at the functionality 
that you are implementing inside the subroutine and in the caller thread. For the above 
example the DrawText system call returns fairly quickly. I would just use a mutex 
solution for this. Also mostly I would do the same for macros implemented for sensor and 
motor control, math and communication. For functionality where long-time blocking is 
expected (like a Wait function) one of the other solutions is preferable.

Subroutine return values
It is also very simple to return values from your subroutines into variables of your choice 
by using macros. Let’s implement a macro that will use the FileRead system call to read a 
buffer from an open file. This macro is able to return the buffer in a variable array.

#define FILEREAD(h,l,r,b)  acquire frMutex \
                           mov frArgs.FileHandle,h \
                           mov frArgs.Length,l \
                           syscall FileRead,frArgs \
                           mov l, frArgs.Length \
                           mov b,frArgs.Buffer \
                           mov r,frArgs.Result \
                           release frMutex

The frArgs cluster and the mutex must be defined prior to referencing this macro. Use 
this macro like this:



mov nLen, 10
FILEREAD(hFile,nLen,wResult,myBuf)

hFile variable is returned by a call to a file open system call. myBuf is an array of bytes 
that will receive the input data. wResult is a word variable that receives the result of the 
call. nLen specifies the requested length. This macro will take care of parameters going in 
the system call as we discussed earlier. What’s new is that we copy the length of the read 
information in the same variable that we used to pass in the requested length; we also 
copy the result of the call in a result variable and the returned data in a byte array. This 
solves the problem of implementing subroutines that can easily be called and then return 
values in any variable that you like, just like higher level functions do.


